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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 
Provide a narrative description of the important features which define why this resource is important. Include the time period the 
resource is significant to. How does this resource convey history or culture? This may include important events, people, design, or 
construction. A description of the landscape or viewshed may include its feeling and sense of place. The description of any 
resource should include how the resource is also important to our history and culture. Nominated resources are expected to have 
some meaningful or notable influence or effect on our history and culture. (See the Director’s Guidance for an example Statement 
of Significance.). (Use as many pages as needed.  The Historic Preservation Officer and/or the Anchorage Historic Preservation 
Commission can help with this narrative). 

Required information: 
1. Type: Building, District, Structure, Site, Landscape, Traditional Cultural Property, Object or Travel Route.
2. Criteria Resource Meets: Anchorage’s History, Architecture, Geography, Culture, or is it already listed in, or eligible to be

listed in the National Register of Historic Places or the Alaska State Landmark Register?
3. Narrative Description - Of the physical aspects or elements of the resource.
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ASSESSMENT OF INTEGRITY 
Please describe how the landmark conveys its significance. What aspect(s) of integrity does the landmark retain and how does the 
landmark convey that information. Landmarks will retain enough physical qualities to tell the story of why they are significant. 
Physical features should be identifiable and unique.  A landmark is not required to retain all seven aspects of integrity which 
includes Location, Design, Setting, Materials, Workmanship, Feeling, or Association. (See Director’s Guidance for a sample 
Assessment of Integrity.) (Use as many pages as needed. The Historic Preservation Officer and/or the Anchorage Historic 
Preservation Commission can help with this narrative). 

Required information: 
1. What aspect or feature of integrity does this resource have: Location, Design, Setting, Materials, Workmanship,

Feeling, Association?
2. Narrative Description: Describe the features of integrity and how the resource conveys that integrity and period of time

its from.
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NOMINATION CHECKLIST – REQUIRED ATTACHMENTS 
 Owner Agreement with Nomination – Can be a letter from the owner(s).

 Site Map – Municipal GIS Mapping Services are available for a minimal fee.

 Photographs and Photography Index– Label each photograph – Provide an index of the photos – Photos should be 6 Megapixel
or greater and printed at 8.5 x 11 inches.

 Continuation Sheets – May include owners, multiple landmarks, statements of significance.

 Historical Plans or other Historic or Cultural-related history or information.

 Other – Please indicate _________________________________________________________________________________.

 Alaska Heritage Resource Survey Number (May be obtained from the Anchorage Historic Preservation Officer in the Planning
Department):________________________________________________________________

 Open Permits / Permit Numbers:__________________________________________________________________________.

 Nomination Form is Complete

I hereby certify that I am the owner and wish to (I have been authorized by the owner or owners) to nominate the resource described above to be 
listed in the Anchorage Local Landmark Register.  I understand that payment of the nomination fee is nonrefundable and will be used to support 
the Anchorage Historic Preservation Program  Payment of the nomination fee does not assure approval of the nomination.  I further understand 
the Municipal Historic Preservation Officer and/or members of the Anchorage Historic Preservation Program may assist me in completing or 
editing this nomination at my request. 

Signature  Owner    Representative
(Representatives must provide written proof of authorization – The Anchorage Historic Preservation Commission may also 
act as a Representative for the Owner)

Date 

Print Name 
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Figure 1. Map of ANHC as provided to visitors. 
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Figure 2. Entrance to the Welcome House (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 3. Raven the Creator sculpture at the front entrance to the Welcome House (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 4. Southwest facade of the Welcome House (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 5. Southeast facade of the Mabel Pike Educational Center (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 6. Southeast facade of the Mabel Pike Educational Center (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 7. Northeast façade of the Mabel Pike Educational Center (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 8. Northeast façade of the Welcome House (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 9. Detail of the stepped projections on the northeast façade of the Welcome House. Photograph shows the mirrored 
reflection created by the film applied to the interior of the windows as well as the differences in the siding (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 10. Northeastern façade of the Welcome House. The glass portion allows light into the performance space and frames the 
view over the lake (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 11. Northwest façade of the Welcome House (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 12. Athabascan Ceremonial House, facing southeast (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 13. Detail of the sign by the door noting where the timber for the project was sourced as well as the donor (©TNSDS 
2023). 
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Figure 14. Interior gathering space of the Athabascan Ceremonial House (©TNSDS 2023).  
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Figure 15. The southeast façade of the Athabascan Ceremonial House (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 16. Athabascan Village site, view of the log cabin facing east (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 17. Interior of the log cabin at the Athabascan Village Site (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 18. Photograph showing both the log cabin and the food cache at that Athabascan Village Site. 
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Figure 19. Fish drying rack at the Athabascan Village Site. 
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Figure 20. The smoke shack at the Athabascan Village Site (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 21. The main qasgiq at the Yup’ik and Cup’ik Village Site.  
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Figure 22. The interior of the main qasgiq at the Yup’ik and Cup’ik Village Site (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 23. The Eye of Awareness in the qasgiq at the Yup’ik and Cup’ik Village Site (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 24. The main entrance to the qargi at the Iñupiaq and St. Lawrence Island Yupik Village Site, facing east (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 25. The interior of the curved entrance to the qargi at the Iñupiaq and St. Lawrence Island Yupik Village Site (©TNSDS 
2023). 
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Figure 26. The interior of the qargi at the Iñupiaq and St. Lawrence Island Yupik Village Site (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 27. The interior of the ramp that leads from the interior of the qargi to the exterior. The door at the top of the passage is 
opened to allow in enough light for photography (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 28. Whale jaw bones at the northeastern end of Lake Tiulana, framing the view of the Welcome House in the distance 
(©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 29. View of the two ulax at the Alutiiq and Unangax Village Site, facing northwest. 
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Figure 30. The interior of the western ulax, showing the timber ladder that would have provided traditional access to the ulax 
(©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 31. Eyak, Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian Village site, view to the west-northwest (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 32. Workshop space at the Eyak, Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian Village site (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 33. Southeast façade of the Southeast Clan House at the Eyak, Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian Village site. The photograph 
shows the traditional entrance, carved through a monumental tree (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 34. Interior of the Clan House at the Eyak, Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian Village site (©TNSDS 2023). 
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Figure 35. The amphitheater area at ANHC, located between the Welcome House and the Eyak, Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian 
Village Site. ANHC hopes to turn this underused space into a traditional medicine garden during summer months (©TNSDS 
2023). 
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	Historic Preservation Commission Case Number: 
	Text1: 8800 Heritage Center Drive
	Text2: 
	Statement of Significane: Land AcknowledgmentThe Alaska Native Heritage Center (ANHC) is proud to be located on the traditional lands of the Dena’ina Athabascans. For thousands of years, the Dena’ina have been and continue to be the stewards of this land. It is with gratefulness and respect that the ANHC recognizes the contributions, innovations, and contemporary perspectives of the Upper Cook Inlet Dena’ina and celebrates the culture and language of the Dena’ina people. ANHC resides on land owned by the Cook Inlet Region, Inc. (CIRI) and operates under the tribal authority of CIRI, which is recognized as a tribal entity under the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act of 1975 (ISDEAA).Statement of SignificanceThe Alaska Native Heritage Center (ANHC) is living cultural center located in the northeast Anchorage, Alaska. It is a significant landscape within the Municipality of Anchorage with a period of significance that begins with the donation of the land for the center in 1993 through to the present day. The center as it exists now was first envisioned in the 1970s, drawing inspiration from the Polynesian Cultural Center on the island of Oahu, Hawaii. Unlike the Polynesian Cultural Center, which was established, owned, and operated by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, the Alaska Native Heritage Center is a non-profit center owned and operated solely by Alaska Native peoples. The center is dedicated to the promotion and preservation of all Alaska Native cultures from across the state, an undertaking that differentiates it from other cultural and heritage centers that only focus on a single culture (i.e., the Haida Heritage Center in Skidgate, British Columbia). The center operates with an advisory board made up of representatives from each of the five major cultural areas in Alaska and strives to preserve and strengthen “the traditions, languages, and art of Alaska Native peoples through statewide collaborations, celebration and education” (Alaska Native Heritage Center FY22 Strategic Plan, 1). The cultures represented at the center are alive throughout Alaska in the modern day. ANHC is the culmination of decades of work by Alaska Native peoples to take control of the cultural narrative surrounding their lifeways, the embodiment of the anthropological concept of Indigenous cosmopolitanism. The center does operate as a tourist destination, but it also actively works to engage young Alaska Native peoples with their cultures by connecting them with tribal Elders and cultural gatekeepers. These connections serve to educate the younger generations in traditional lifeways, connecting them to traditional heritage in such a way as to ground their identities in the past while also looking to the future.There are cultural and heritage centers established across the US, and have been for decades. The focus of ANHC is unique in that it strives to showcase all Alaska Native cultures from across the entire state of Alaska, an undertaking that highlights such disparate cultures as the Iñupiat cultures of the coastal northwest and the Haida of Southeast Alaska. The undertaking is massive, and has yet to be mirrored in other cultural or heritage centers in the US, which usually focus on a singular culture, cultural group, or geographic area. The success of the ANHC is owed in large part to the Alaska Native peoples who worked tirelessly to establish the center and who fought for Alaska Native civil rights and cultural recognition in the face of overwhelming colonialism and racism. It is also owed to the men and women who today work to not only preserve Alaska Native cultures, but who actively promote traditional cultures as a tool for ground identity in the traditions of the past while striding into the future. Overall Site DescriptionANHC is a cultural center located east of Anchorage, Alaska. The property, adjacent to Bartlett High School off Muldoon Road, is situated on 26 acres of forested land owned by the CIRI. The center is bordered to the north by residential housing on Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson; to the east and south by the Glenn Highway; and to the west by Bartlett High School and commercial development off of Muldoon Road.
	Text Field 18: 
	Page 1: The access through the center is dominated by the monumental main entrance of the Welcome House with parking lots to the southwest. The Welcome House directs visitors through the main building and outside towards the man-made Lake Tiulana. A picturesque walking path leads from the Welcome House around the lake, providing access to the six village sites evenly spaced around the lake in five groupings. Moving counter-clockwise from the Welcome House the villages are the Athabascan Village (which includes the Athabascan Ceremonial House), the Yup’ik and Cup’ik Village; the Iñupiaq and St. Lawrence Island Yupik Village; the Alutiiq and Unangax̂ Village sites grouped together; and the Eyak, Haida, Tsimshian, and Tlingit Village. An outdoor amphitheater is situated between the Eyak, Haida, Tsimshian, and Tlingit Village and the Welcome Center. The center is set up such that educational signage exists on both sides of the villages, allowing the visitor to decide which way they want to walk around the center.Lake TiulanaLake Tiulana is a man-made shallow lake in the center of the ANHC landscape oriented with the long axis of the lake running southwest to northeast. It is anchored on the southwest end by the Welcome House and on the northeast end by the Iñupiaq and St. Lawrence Island Yupik Village. The lake is symmetrical along the long southwest-northeast axis, with nodes cut from the landscape denoting each of the village sites. The lake is lined with trees bordering the lake edge and the walking path, and where the trees have been removed to create vistas, large rocks have been placed on the landscape to create a barrier between the walking path and the water. The lake is shallow enough to allow moose to stand in the center and graze from the vegetation growing from the lake bed. At the northern end of the lake, across the walking path from the Iñupiaq and St. Lawrence Island Yupik Village, is a set of whale jawbones set in the ground vertically. The bones frame the view across the lake to the Welcome House, creating a picturesque and popular stop on the walking path for photographs. Whale jawbones placed upright were used in whaling communities across the Arctic as wayfinding markers on the flat expanse of the Arctic Slope. The bones were also used to mark the graves of important community members, such as whaling captains and shamans. Their placement near the Iñupiaq and St. Lawrence Island Yupik Village marks their usage by these communities. Paul TiulanaLake Tiulana is named for Paul Tiulana, an early founder, supporter, and board member of ANHC. Paul Tiulana was an Iñupiaq from King Island in the Bering Sea, approximately 90 miles west of Nome. He was born in 1921 by his own estimation. During his life, he worked to help preserve the culture and traditions of the King Island Iñupiaq, who had been removed from the island in the 1950s and forced to settle on the outskirts of Nome. During the 1960s, after moving to Anchorage, Mr. Tiulana worked with the Anchorage Native Welcome Center, an organization that helped connect Alaska Native peoples in the urban metropolis with necessary social and health services. He taught classes at the center in Iñupiaq language, dancing, and drum making in addition to working as a counselor at the center (Anchorage Daily News, June 20, 1994).He was also an artist of renown, with his works featured at the Anchorage Museum and an exhibit at the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics. He traveled the globe as an artistic and cultural ambassador, participating in events as far flung as Florida and London, where he personally met with Prince Philip, to whom he presented works of his art. In 1984, he received a National Heritage Fellowship grant from the National Endowment for the Arts due to his role as “carrying on (and preserving) this country’s cultural heritage” (Anchorage Daily News, June 20, 1994). In the late 1980s and early 1990s, he traveled the country with a troupe of King Island dancers, performing traditional dances he helped teach and perform (Anchorage Daily News, June 20, 1994).Mr. Tiulana was named “Man of the Year” in 1983 by AFN for his work in promoting and preserving Alaska Native and King Island culture and traditions. He joined the board of directors for the Alaska Native Cultural Center in 1989, a role he served in until his death on June 17, 1994 (Anchorage Daily News, June 20, 1994). Although he died before the center was opened, his life’s work closely aligned with the goals and purpose of the center, and the lake was named in his honor.Construction InformationLandscape ArchitectThe ANHC landscape was designed by D. Jensen & Associates, an exhibit design firm based in Vancouver, British Columbia. The firm was established by David Jensen in the 1980s, providing design services to museums, cultural centers, educational institutions, and expositions around Canada and the US. The firm has worked on other cultural
	Page 2: heritage centers in Canada, including the Nattilik Heritage Center, the Haida Heritage Center, and the Squamish L’il’wat Cultural Center. At ANHC, D. Jensen & Associates provided master planning for the site, coordinated the construction work, and provided modeling options for the exhibit space (D. Jensen & Associates n.d.).Welcome HouseThe main building at ANHC is the Welcome House. The Welcome House is an irregular plan, multi-story, wood-framed exhibit and performance hall located at the southwestern end of the site. The building has an asphalt shingled and tar paper roof with gable, flat, and shed-roof forms. The building consists of three spaces: the Gathering Place performance area at the north western end of the building, the exhibit hall known as the Hall of Cultures, and the Mabel Pike Educational Center at the southeastern end of the building. The Gathering Place performance center and the Hall of Cultures were constructed during the original construction of the building while the Mabel Pike Educational Center was added to the building in 2014. The building is covered in wood-shingle siding. Parking lots border the building to the southeast and southwest; the northwest end of the building contains a loading area for materials and food; and the northeast side of the building faces out onto the lake and the individual villages. The main entrance to ANHC is through the southwestern end of the Welcome House and consists of a monumental entrance that stretches the full height of the building. The entrance is recessed with the gable roof extended over a large entrance space made of plate glass, metal-framed windows and doors. The roof extension is supported by concrete pillars faced with rounded stone aggregate. A large bronze sculpture of Raven the Creator is situated in front of the doors, created by John Hoover, an Unangax artisan, in 1998. The front doors are paired, aluminum-framed, glass double doors below a four-light, metal-framed, plate-glass window. Adjacent to the front entrance to the north is a wall of metal-framed, plate-glass windows creating the wall into the Ch’k’iqadi Gallery, with fourteen-lights and a metal-framed glass door. Immediately to the south of the main entrance is a bank of metal-framed windows that at one time contained the ticket offices for the center. The monumental glulam beams that create the wood frame of the building are visible in the entrance area. South of the main entrance is the southwest side of the Hall of Cultures. A row of evenly spaced metal-framed, fixed-plate glass windows paired with narrower metal-framed, casement windows march evenly down the façade of the Hall of Cultures. The windows are topped with a shed-roofed awning extension of the roof, which is flat over the main body of the Hall of Cultures. Immediately southeast of the Hall of Cultures is the Mabel Pike Educational Center, which continues the scheme of the windows spacing and form, adding four more windows to the row. These four southeastern-most windows are likewise topped by a shed-roofed awning which extends farther out of the building and is supported by wood support beams. The southeastern façade of the building leads into office space for employees of the center. The entrance is through a shed-roofed arctic entry with wood shiplap siding and a firewall that separates the entrance from the offices to the northwest. Three single-light casement windows fill the southeast wall of the arctic entry with a metal entrance door with a single light providing access from the southwest side of the arctic entry. A metal-framed casement window is situated next to the entrance. The southeast façade of the building also contains a series of three stepped projections with shed roofs supported by timber beams. The three projections each contain a single, metal-framed, fixed-light window with narrow casement window facing southeast; an additional casement window is located on each of the southwest faces of the projections. The eastern most corner of the building is made of up a flat roofed rectangular section of building with vertical wood-plank siding. A single-light metal entrance door is located at the southern end of this rectangular section of building, with two sets of windows evenly spaced in the façade. The two sets of windows are made of two long, narrow fixed-light windows stacked vertically with metal-framed, single-light casement windows to either side of each grouping. These windows provide light into the classroom space of the Mabel Pike Educational Center. The northeastern façade of the Welcome Center has three distinctly visual sections that correspond with the three sections of the building. At the southern end of the façade is the two part Mabel Pike Educational Center. The southern-most portion of the façade is identical to the eastern-most corner of the southeast façade, with single-light metal entrance door at the southernmost end of the façade with two sets of windows made of two long, narrow fixed-light windows stacked vertically with metal-framed single-light casement windows to either side of each grouping spaced evenly across the section. Immediately not the north of this is the workshop space of the Educational Center, which contains a metal-framed glass overhead door next to a single-light, metal-framed access
	Page 3: door. This portion of the façade is emphasized by an extension of the flat roof, creating a porch space that is supported by concrete pillars. North of the workshop space is the northeast façade of the Hall of Cultures. This section of the façade contains a series of five-stepped projections each containing a bank of three windows and access doors: each bank has one large fixed-light, metal-framed window topped by a long, narrow metal-framed, fixed-light window and a metal-framed casement window directly adjacent. The metal-framed glass entrance doors with metal-framed transoms are part of the bank of windows. The lower portion of each projection is dominated by a wood shingle-sided knee wall; the upper reaches of the projections have wood shiplap siding. The glulam rafters are visible extending over the projections to create a covered space; the rafters are supported by glulam supports. All of the windows in this section of the building have been covered on the interior with tinted film to help protect the displays on the interior of the building from light damage; the film is mirrored on the outward facing side. This mirrored film reflects the surrounding forested area, helping the building blend even more into the landscape.The southeast façade of the Gathering Place performance area of the Welcome House is separated visually from the Hall of Cultures by means of a large, flat-roofed expanse of wall with gray vertical-plank siding. Centered in this section of the façade is a pair of metal-framed, single-light double doors recessed into the wall and topped by a metal, vertical, flat-roofed awning. These doors provide access to the space between the performance space and the Hall of Cultures, and restrooms are situated on either side of the doors on the interior.The gray wall gives way to a large expanse of glass with thin frames that dominates the performance center of the building. The gable roof extends over the wall of glass, with the glulam roof beams visible. The wall of glass contains three rows of nine, single-light, glass plates with the thinnest metal framing possible and connected at the corners with metal plates. The sides of the monumental façade is covered in wood-shingle siding. The northern most side of the façade contains a set of stairs with a wood railing painted the same color as the siding.The northwest façade of the building is a utility space covered in wood-shingle siding, with a wood overhead door in the center of the façade. To the east of the overhead door is an entrance with metal-framed, double-glass doors with a metal, vertical, flat-roofed awning. Adjacent to the overhead door to the west is a wood-framed, wood entrance door with a single narrow light. The western-most portion of the façade has two metal ventilation louvres: the western-most of these is large while the other is smaller, narrower, and located higher up.Mabel PikeMabel Pike was a Tlingit master artist from Douglas, Alaska. She was born in Douglas in the 1920s, was raised in Juneau and spent time living in Tanana and Bethel in the 1960s before moving to Anchorage. She was an active participant and early proponent for the establishment of the center and served as a board member for many years after its founding. She was also a founding member of the Taheta Arts and Cultural Group in Anchorage. She was renowned for her beadwork, and led classes and gave demonstrations in the art form at ANHC for the first ten years that the center was open. She passed away on March 2, 2012 (Alaska Public Media, March 6, 2012). The Mabel Pike Educational Center, constructed in 2014, was named in her honor in recognition of her work with ANHC both in the establishment of the center and her own educational work teaching classes and lecturing at the University of Alaska Anchorage, the Anchorage Museums, and in a myriad of locations in the Lower 48. The groundbreaking ceremony for the Mabel Pike Educational Center was attended by the Alaska Congressional delegation, Alaska Native Elders and leaders from across the state, and by the family of Mabel Pike (CIRI Nonprofit News, June 30, 2014).Construction InformationArchitectThe Welcome House was designed by Larry Cash, a principle of the Anchorage-based firm Cash Barner Architects. The firm was founded in 1986 and later renamed to RIM Architects. The firm is still active, with offices in Alaska, California ,Florida, Guam, Hawaii, and Idaho. The work at ANHC won the firm an award in 1999, an honor award given by the Celebration of Anchorage Awards Program. The Mabel Pike Educational Center was added in 2014 and was designed by Anchorage based firm USKH Inc. which was later purchased by Stantec the same year that work began on the addition. Work on the addition was undertaken by Lake View General Contracting headquartered in Palmer, Alaska. In addition to work on the Mabel 
	Page 4: Pike Educational Center, Lake View General Contracting assisted in the construction of the Athabascan Ceremonial House at the Athabascan Village.Athabascan Ceremonial HouseThe first building on the path around on the lake moving counter-clockwise from the Welcome House is a rectangular, asphalt-shingled, gable roofed, single-story log cabin known as the Athabascan Ceremonial House, or nich’il. The nich’il has an arctic entrance on the northwest façade that serves as the main entrance to the building. The building was constructed by Lake View General Contracting, using logs that were harvested and donated by the Toghotthele Corporation, an Athabascan corporation located in Nenana, Alaska. The Ceremonial House was constructed using staggered joint beavertail construction. There are two windows in the building, each a single-light, metal-framed, awning window symmetrically centered in the northeast and southwest facades. The windows allow light into the large, main room of the building. The main room also has a single skylight in the center of the room, which was intended to be a replica of the traditional smoke hole that would have existed in the center of a traditional Athabascan cabin.There are two entrances to the building. The main entrance is through a log construction arctic entrance centered in the northwest façade and is through a wood-framed, wood-plank door illuminated by an overhead light. A plaque is affixed to the right of the door, noting from where the timber for the cabin was sourced. The second entrance is through a wood-framed, wood-plank door in the southeast façade of the building, located directly across the building from the main entrance. The interior of the Ceremonial House is broken into two sections: a main event space that takes up the northwestern half of the building and a utility area in the southeastern portion of the building. The main event space is large and open, with large timber framing members visible. The utility area is divided by a long hallway leading to the southeastern door. To either side of the hallway are a series of rooms for the kitchen area, storage, and prep rooms. Village SitesAthabascan Village SiteThe Athabascan Village is the first village on the lake moving counter-clockwise from the Welcome House and to the east of the Athabascan Ceremonial House. The village site consists of one log cabin, a food cache, a fish drying rack, and a fish smoke house. The main building at the village site is a spruce log cabin that represents the winter camps of Athabascan settlements in the Cook Inlet. The log cabin is constructed with staggered beavertail log construction with a sod covered, gable roof. The logs in the eastern half of the building are chinked with moss and other organic material. The gable runs from the southwest to northeast. The log cabin consists of two rooms: the main sleeping room also known as the qanahnaltsin and the nelni, or sweat house or fire room. There are two window openings in the qanahnltsin, centered in the northwest and southeast facades. The window openings are vacant, but would have traditionally been covered with bear or sheep intestine to allow in light while blocking the elements. The flooring in the log cabin is made with hand planed wood planks in the qanahnltsin and gravel in the nelni. Traditionally, the flooring would have been dirt. There are two entrances to the cabin centered in the northeast façade of the qanahnltsin and the southwest façade of the nelni. Log pole framing is visible on the interior of the cabin.Northeast of the cabin is a raised food cache also constructed of log-staggered, beavertail construction. The cache is raised to the level of a second story in traditional construction, a method of protecting the food from predators. The cache resembles a small log cabin sitting on a timber pole platform. A wood-plank door faces to the northwest and is reached by means of a timber log ladder. To the west of the cabin and cache, across the walking path, is a fish rack made of timber poles and a wood-framed cold-smoke shack with a sod covered shed roof and hand-planed wood planks. There is one wood-framed, six-light window centered in the northeast façade of the shack and a wood-framed, wood-plank entrance door in the southwest façade. The smoke shack and fish drying rack were created in recent years, with the intent to use them during the summer months in classes and demonstrations in food preservation techniques. The fish rack was constructed by Charlie Pardue, an Athabascan artist and Culture Bearer for ANHC who works closely with the center in a number of programs.
	Page 5: Village Site Cultural BackgroundThe Athabascan Village site is based on the winter villages of the Dena’ina Athabascan culture of the Upper Cook Inlet. This would have included the area that is now Eklutna. In traditional log cabins in the area, the main room of the cabin would have been dominated by a fire place, or tsiduq, consisting of a stone hearth held in place with log construction. A smoke hole would have been cut from the sod roofing to allow smoke to escape. Timber was a plentiful resource in most regions settled by the Dena’ina, resulting in it being the dominating building material. In Athabascan traditions further north, the cabins would have been semi-subterranean, dug into the ground by several feet. Athabascan groups also lived in pole tents, dome-like structures creating with timber logs and stretched hides and skins. These pole tents would have been more portable and were more common during the summer months (Kari and Fall 2016).The cabin at the Athabascan Village is not sunk into the ground and contains two entrances per modern building codes. The window openings, which are empty at the Athabascan Village, would have been covered with scraped hides that allowed in some light while blocking the worst of the elements of wind and precipitation. The doorways are also wide enough for ADA compliance (Kari and Fall 2016).The timber cache would also not have been situated as closely to the sleeping quarters in a traditional Athabascan village site. The caches would have been built as much as a mile away, so that if it attracts predators such as bears and wolves, the animals wouldn’t be drawn directly into the village.Yup’ik and Cup’ik Village SiteThe Yup’ik and Cup’ik Village site is located northeast of the Athabascan Village and is the second stop along the walking path. The village site consists of a men’s house known as a qasgiq, two women’s houses known as enet (singular ena) and a fish rack. All four structures are made of driftwood framing with sod covering the sides and roof, lending it the appearance of being a hollowed out hill while protecting and insulating the interior of the structure. The qasgiq is the dominant structure, rising over the top of the other three structures and was the only structure at the village accessible at the time of survey. The main entrance is through metal double doors centered in a timber entrance portal that extends northwest towards the walking path. The interior of the qasgiq consists of one large open room and uses timber framing with hand-planed, wood planks finishing the floor, walls, and ceiling. A fire pit is centered in the room, covered when not in use by more wood planks to extend the floor area. A smoke hole is center in the roof over the fire place. An Eye of Awareness, a traditional item in qasgiq, hangs from the ceiling over the fire pit.The village site is dominated by the qasgiq; the path that leads to the entrance is framed by the two enet of similar, if smaller, construction. This would have been in keeping with how the village was laid out in traditional sites, as the qasgiq also served as a community gathering building. The original qasgiq collapsed prior to 2005 due to moisture problems and was reconstructed between 2005 and 2006 as part of a larger program to improve the existing ANHC structures (ANHC 2005). The reconstructed qasgiq was based on a model built by Noah Andrew, Sr. in 2005. The model was created using input from his father, Frank Andrew, who lived in a qasgiq in Kwigillingok, Alaska and helped with their construction (Fienup-Riordon 2007).Village Site Cultural BackgroundThe Yup’ik and Cup’ik Village is based on winter villages located in the Alaska southwest, from Norton Sound in the north to Bristol Bay in the south. In traditional village structures, the qasgiq and enu would have been semi-subterranean, sunken into the ground by several feet. The entrance to the building would have been through a tunnel and ladder and not through the Euro-American style of door. The tunnel-and-passage type entrance would have served to trap cold air from outside, preventing it from reaching the main living rooms. Sleeping platforms would have lined the sides of the main living room. In traditional Yup’ik and Cup’ik culture, men and women lived in separate buildings, with boys as young as five being moved into the men’s house. Gatherings of all the villagers would likewise have taken place in the qasgiq. Driftwood framing was used in traditional buildings, but the walls, floor, and ceiling would have been covered with grasses, spruce boughs, or woven grass mats (Lee and Reinhardt 2003). Sod was then placed over the covering, creating an efficient insulation system that kept the qasgiq warm in comparison to current timber framed housing (Fienup-Riordan 2007). Timber plank flooring on the interior became more common in the early 1900s. It was around the same time that sleeping platforms became more common (Lee and Reinhardt 2003).
	Page 6: Iñupiaq and St. Lawrence Island Yupik Village SiteThe Iñupiaq and St. Lawrence Island Yupik Village is located at the northeastern most point of the heritage center, directly across the lake from the Welcome House. The village site consists of a single, wood-framed structure known as a qargi with sod and dirt covering the sides and roof, lending it the appearance of being a hollowed out hill. The main entrance is through metal double doors centered in a timber entrance corridor that extends southeast towards the walking path. The entrance corridor is long and timber framed with a gravel floor that bends to lead to the metal double entrance doors. The walls of the entrance corridor are finished with planed-wood planks while the ceiling is made up of spruce timber logs that retain much of their bark. The main room of the qargi is a large, open room with log framing and hand-planed wood planks finishing the walls, floor, and ceiling. A skylight is cut out of the center of the roof directly over where a stone-lined hearth would be located. The interior is lined with wooden benches. On the northeastern side of the qargi is a small exit portal, a hole that is crawled through to reach a wood-framed ramp that leads to the exterior. The ramp has rubber matting laid over gravel, planked wood walls and ceiling, and minimal lighting. The ramp leads to a small rectangular metal door that exits out to the walking path. Village Site Cultural BackgroundThe Iñupiaq and St. Lawrence Island Yupik Village is based on the traditional qargi of the Iñupiaq of the Alaska northwestern coast, specifically those found at Imgaruk (Hotham Inlet) near Kotzebue. The traditional qargi would be semi-subterranean, partially buried in the ground and covered with sod and soil. The skylight cut into the interior of the qargi is modern and would not have existed in a traditional qargi. The entrances would have been similar to the curved tunnel that is constructed at the ANHC village site. The curved tunnel, however, would have been buried to create a cold trap, something that is not possible at the ANHC site because it would not have conformed to building codes or ADA compliance. The small tunnel that leads from the qargi at the ANHC village site is representative of escape tunnels built into qargis to emergency egress in the event of invasion of the qargi by warring parties or polar bears. Additionally, sleeping platforms would have lined the walls. The framing would have used whale bones and driftwood as opposed to timber and planed lumber; the use of whale bones in construction may not be entirely acceptable in a tourist facility located outside the main cultural areas of the Alaska Northwest (Lee and Reinhardt 2003).Alutiiq and Unangax̂ Village SiteThe Alutiiq and Unangax̂ Village site is located to the southwest of the Iñupiaq and St. Lawrence Island Yupik Village and northeast of the Eyak, Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian Village. The Alutiiq and Unangax̂ Village site, although combined into one on the maps on display at the center, is actually considered to be two distinct village sites: the Alutiiq ciqlluaq and the Unangax̂ ulax̂. The Alutiiq ciqlluaq is the eastern of the two structures. The ciqlluaq is rectangular in form with driftwood framing that includes cedar driftwood. The sides and roof have wood plank covered with dirt and sod, lending it the appearance of being a hollowed out hill. The main entrance is through metal double doors centered in a driftwood timber entrance portal that extends south towards the walking path. The interior of the ciqlluaq consist of one large open room and has exposed driftwood timber framing with hand planed wood planks finishing the floor, walls, and ceiling. A fire pit is centered in the room, with a smoke hole is center in the roof over the fire place.The Unangax̂ ulax̂, the western most of the two structures, closely resembles the ciqlluaq. The driftwood framing and wood planks, however, do not include the use of cedar driftwood. The main entrance is through double metal doors centered in a driftwood timber entrance portal that extends east towards the walking path and the ciqlluaq. The interior of the ulax̂ does not include a fire pit; instead, a ladder is secured in the depression that leads to a traditional egress point centered in the roof similar to a skylight.Village Site Cultural BackgroundThe ciqlluaq and ulax̂  at the Alutiiq and Unangax̂ Village site are based on villages that were present in the Aleutian Islands. The dwellings would have been semi-subterranean, serving to deter predators as well as provide shelter from the elements and insulate the interiors against harsh winter temperatures. Both dwellings would have been reached by means of a ladder leading from the roof to the interior, a method of construction and entrance that was not possible for ANHC given modern building codes and ADA compliance. The ciqlluaq was constructed based on similar dwellings located on Kodiak and would traditionally have been entered through a low entrance at ground level. The ciqlluaq on Kodiak would have had several rooms: a main, central room with smaller rooms for sleeping, 
	Page 7: storage, and steam baths accessed from the main room. The floors would have been covered with grass or planks and included drains to channel water away from the living spaces (Crowll, Steffian, and Pullar 2001).The ulax̂ was constructed using drawings produced by artists employed by Captain James Cook during his third voyage in 1776 through 1779. In traditional ulax̂, whale bone would have been used in addition to driftwood as framing materials, something not possible at the ANHC site. Additionally, many ulax̂ were constructed in areas with high vantage points so as to monitor the surrounding ocean for approaching watercraft. The ladder entrance through the ceiling is believed to have developed as a defensive measure against invading war parties (Nikki Graham, email to author, April 10, 2023).Eyak, Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian Village SiteThe final village site on the lake is the Eyak, Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian Village, located northeast of the Welcome House. The village consists of two buildings: a carving shed and a Southeast Clan House. The clan house would be known as naa hit in Tlingit; xaayda nnaar,na in Haida; and wap nagyetk in Tsimshian. The carving shed consists of a large, gable roofed open sided shelter supported at the corners by ten wooden posts, five along each side. The roof is framed with large hand-planed and hand-adzed wood planks and roofed with sod laid over wood. The ends of the large spruce log roof beams are capped with copper disks, which serves to protect the endgrain of the wood. Traditionally, the copper would have also been displayed as a status symbol. The floor of the workshop shed is made of wood plank. All of the wood used in the construction of the carving shed is Sitka spruce, sourced from the Southeast. The shed is used in the summer months for wood carving demonstrations highlighting the artistry of the Alaska Southeast. It also serves as an outdoor gathering space when not in use for carving demonstration.The Southeast Clan House is the main structure at the Eyak, Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian Village. The clan house is a large, rectangular, timber-framed building with a gable sod roof, projecting rafter tails, and two entrances. The main entrance is through a hole cut through a huge tree centered in the gable on the southeast façade facing the walking path. An ADA compliant entrance is located on the other side of the clan house, a rectangular wood-framed doorway. The interior of the clan house is finished entirely with hand-planed wood and contains a sunken fire pit with seating surrounding it. The wood used to construct the Southeast Clan House is Sitka spruce and cedar sourced from the Southeast and was all planed and adzed by hand by the master artist Wayne Price (Nikki Graham, email to author, April 10, 2023).The building has four carved house posts carved in the form line tradition, a project that was undertaken in 2010 through a grant from the Paul G. Allen Family Foundation. The work was completed by master totem carvers working in tandem at the site. The house posts were carved with the theme of respect, broken into the subthemes of culture, environment, self, and family. The master carvers represented three of the four cultural traditions in Southeast Alaska: Israel Shotridge, who is Tlingit from Ketchikan and who carved the house posts for “Self” and “Culture”; David Boxley, who is Tsimshian of Metlakatla and who carved the house post for “Environment”; and the brothers Joe and TJ Young, Haida residents of Hydaburg who carved the house post for“"Family.” Mr. Shotridge also designed and oversaw the carving of the house post that represented the Eyak culture (Anchorage Daily News, August 8, 2010), employing an Eyak carving apprentice. Mr. Shotridge was able to incorporate Eyak design elements into the totem (Nikki Graham, email to author, April 10, 2023).Village Site Cultural BackgroundThe Eyak, Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian Village is based on the traditional clan houses present throughout the Alaska southeast. The clan house was constructed using traditional techniques including hand-planed wood, using timber harvested from Southeast Alaska. The construction of the clan house also included leaving small spaces in between the wood-planed planks, which would have allowed for expansion and contraction within the walls as the damp environment saturated the wood with moisture. The totems carved in the house posts were created by master artists from Southeast Alaska, and would have been present in any Southeast Clan House.
	Page 8: History of the Alaska Native Heritage CenterEstablishment of ANHCThe establishment of an Alaska Native heritage facility was proposed by different groups as early as the 1970s. During the 1960s, several centers catering to Alaska Native peoples were in operation in Anchorage, including the Alaska Native Medical Center and the Alaska Native Welcome Center. The former was devoted to health concerns, operating as a hospital and health clinic, while the welcome center endeavored to provide social services to Alaska Native peoples moving to the urban area or in need of services while in residence. These centers offered some traditional cultural programs, such as dance performances and arts and crafts trainings, but their goals were not aimed at the preservation and promotion of Alaska Native cultures but rather helping Alaska Native peoples in Anchorage survive and thrive in the urban environment. In 1972, the Cook Inlet Region, Inc. (CIRI) Proposed the development of a large center for Alaska Native peoples on the east side of Anchorage between Tudor and Abbott Roads. At the time, the land was largely undeveloped and was known as the Campbell Airstrip. The development plan called for the construction of a new medical complex, new housing developments on the south side of Tudor Road including the construction of an Alaska Native specific housing village, governmental offices, a museum and archival facility, and a tourist center. The proposal would leave approximately half of the tract of land undeveloped. It was dependent on the regional corporation gaining possession of the tract through the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971, as well as approval from city and borough authorities (Anchorage Daily Times, November 30, 1972). The proposal was not approved, however, and legal battles over the land ensued. In the end, the Campbell Airstrip tract was given to the Municipality of Anchorage for the creation of the Far North Bicentennial Park, which opened in celebration of the US centennial celebrations in 1976. Wording from the master plan for the park from 1974 recommended that an Alaska Native Cultural Center “should be a principal objective of this Far North Bicentennial Park” (Greater Anchorage Area Borough Parks and Recreation 1974).The AFN voted to support such an endeavor in November 1975, promoted by the for-profit group called Destination Development Corp. At the time, Destination Development Corp. was operating the Polynesian Cultural Center in Oahu, Hawaii, and had opened a second Polynesian-themed park on the island of Kauai known as Paradise Pacifica. Their proposal was for a cultural center based on the Polynesian parks in Hawaii, with a theater, store, and cultural displays situated in an Alaskan landscape (Anchorage Daily Times, November 11, 1975). The company put on a show at the annual AFN conference that year, complete with Hawaiian dancers performing traditional Polynesian song and dance. After the resolution supporting an Alaska Native cultural center passed, preliminary plans evolved without the participation of the Hawaiian company. The initial plan proposed a $64 million dollar complex that included a hotel, outlet stores for Alaska Native crafts, and theater facilities. The goal, as stated by AFN, was to create a space for cultural preservation as well as a vehicle to employment for young Alaska Native peoples in the tourism industry (Anchorage Daily Times, January 17, 1976).The AFN initially spear headed planning efforts, commissioning a feasibility study in early 1976 because “it is part of our purpose to promote our native cultural and our folklore which is dying” (Anchorage Daily Times, February 5, 1976). Additional news items from March and May of 1976 contained further information about the project. A feasibility study was commissioned with financial backing from AFN and various member corporations, and indicated that a center would be profitable in Alaska, specifically Anchorage. Early discussions involved the Alaska Methodist University and the possibility of constructing the center on the university’s campus (Anchorage Daily Times, February 5, 1976). By 1979, the cultural center project was being led by the Cook Inlet Native Association. The group received a $30,000 federal grant from the Economic Development Administration for the purposes of developing a new feasibility study for the establishment of “an Alaskan native cultural center to stimulate the sale of native arts and crafts” (Anchorage Daily Times, May 8, 1979). The Cook Inlet Native Association continued to lead promotional efforts for the center into the 1980s.Concrete action relating to the establishment of the heritage center took place again in 1987 when the AFN voted unanimously to establish a statewide Alaska Native culture center at its annual meeting (Alaska Native Heritage Center n.d). In 1988, a third feasibility study for the center was completed. The third study was financed with a combination of a block grant from the Alaska department of Community and Regional Affairs, private donors, and six separate Native corporations including Cook Inlet Region Inc. The study involved a contractor from Los Angeles
	Page 9: leading the charge with local subcontractors an engineering firm, an architectural firm, and a former director of the Alaska Visitors Association. The study provided evidence that an Alaska Native cultural center would  not only be self-supporting, but could potentially turn a healthy profit (Anchorage Daily Times, January 31, 1988).In 1989, the Alaska Native Heritage Park, Inc. was incorporated as a non-profit group supported by the various regional corporations (Alaska Native Heritage Center n.d.). By then, planning had moved to the point where a conceptual plan for the proposed cultural center was published in the newspaper and the group had selected a stretch of property for the siting of the center. The conceptual plan as published in the Anchorage Daily Times does include a lake, individual village sites connected by meandering paths, an outdoor amphitheater, a restaurant, and a performance arts building spread across 45 acres. The project was estimated to have a $32 million dollar price tag (Anchorage Daily Times, February 7, 1989).The project faced a major stumbling block. The land that was proposed for the development was on the south side of Tudor Road, near where the road swings north to become Muldoon Road, within the Far North Bicentennial Park (Anchorage Daily Times, February 7, 1989). The project received the support of most of the Anchorage commissions and the administration at the time, with the exception of the Heritage Land Bank Commission which expressed concerns over the lease price of $1 per year for such valuable land (Anchorage Daily Times, December 22, 1989).Opposition to the cultural center was voiced by the public almost immediately. Most of the available comments voicing opposition reference the need to keep the park as a wilderness area. The opposition may also have been in part influenced by the idea that it would be a theme park attraction for tourists. News articles from the time make reference to estimated tourism statistics that showed such a center was financially feasible and viewed those numbers as detrimental to the use of the park as a wilderness area and greenbelt. The articles also reference the proposed center as a “crass commercial operation” with “little or no utility for local residents” (Anchorage Daily News, May 22, 1990). Opponents appear to have been worried that the heritage center theme park would be something akin to amusement parks in the Lower 48, drawing “busloads of tourists” (Anchorage Daily News, May 30, 1990). The basis of the center on the Polynesian Cultural Center in Hawaii probably did nothing to dissuade those arguments, as it has long been hailed as one of the most popular tourists attractions on Oahu. Land use laws were brought into the argument, along with federal regulations that prohibited lakes inside urban greenbelts. Concerns about a failed commercial venture left abandoned on city land also played in a role in the arguments (Anchorage Daily News, June 20, 1990).The arguments against the siting of the project in the Far North Bicentennial Park, however, may have been more insidious in their basis than the stated objections of keeping the park natural, avoiding failed commercial ventures, and overcrowding due to the aforementioned busloads of tourists. The approval of three other development projects within the park, including two in the vicinity of the proposed cultural center, occurred at the same time and proceeded without comment, objection, or issue. These development projects included the establishment of the Alaska Botanical Gardens on land adjacent to the proposed heritage center, the construction of a new high school, and a restaurant venue which later failed (Anchorage Daily News, January 10, 1990). When viewed in this light, the objections to the citing of the cultural center in a central urban area appear to be more racially motivated than the stated objections, with the public rejecting the idea of the cultural center entirely. The Anchorage Assembly ultimately voted to approve the lease on June 19, 1990. Immediately after the assembly voted to approve the lease, opposition groups began collecting signatures for a petition to void the assembly’s action and place the decision of the lease into the hands of Anchorage voters (Anchorage Daily News, June 20, 1990). The petition was rejected by the City Clerk Ruby Veldkamp in September 1990, who stated that “the referendum violated a provision of the state constitution” (Anchorage Daily News, September 28, 1990). The Friends of Campbell Tract citizens’ group filed a lawsuit against the Municipality in October 1990 (Anchorage Daily News, October 27, 1990).The legal battle continued well into 1992, coming to a head in November 1992 when the issue was put to the public for voting during the election that year. The public was asked whether or not to void the lease of the land for the development of an Alaska Native cultural center. Each side invested in advertising efforts to promote the issue, although Alaska Native Heritage Park Inc. vastly outspent the smaller citizens groups. However, the public voted to 
	Page 10: void the lease of the land on November 5, 1992 (Anchorage Daily News, November 5, 1992), effectively ending the bid for construction of the center in the Far North Bicentennial Park.In October 1993, plans were announced to construct the heritage park on private land, this time on land owned by the CIRI. The land was located on a tract near Bartlett High School, approximately five miles north of the proposed site in Far North Bicentennial Park. At the time, the land was leased to the Municipality for a price of $1 per year for use as a snow dump location. The announcement was made at the annual AFN conference and included David Jensen of the Canadian exhibition design firm D. Jensen & Associates, the firm that had been hired to design the heritage center (Anchorage Daily News, October 13, 1993). The firm is still active, having participated in the development of cultural and heritage centers for Indigenous groups across Canada including the Nattilik Heritage Center, the Haida Heritage Center, and the Squamish L’il’wat Cultural Center (D. Jensen & Associates n.d.).The construction of the center on private land owned by CIRI did not meet with the same opposition as it had when sited in the park. Mayor Rick Mystrom signed an agreement in July 1994 that allowed the use of the land for the center (Anchorage Daily News, July 22, 1994), and the Anchorage Assembly approved the plan in August that year (Anchorage Daily News, August 24, 1994). Construction began in August of 1997, following several years of fund raising efforts (Anchorage Daily News, July 15, 1997). Ground on the Alaska Native Heritage Center was broken on August 5, 1997. The site had been planned overall by D. Jensen & Associates, while the architecture of the Welcome House was designed by Larry Cash of Anchorage-based firm Cash Barner Architects (now RIM Architects). The 26,000 square foot Welcome House was designed to include a theater, exhibit space for Alaska Native art, and a large circular hall for dancing and drumming performances and other events (Anchorage Daily News, July 15, 1997). The site plan included a shallow, man-made lake around which five village sites were situated (later delineated into six village sites), connected by a smooth, wandering walking path. D. Jensen & Associates also provided master planning for the site, coordinated the construction work, and provided modeling options for the exhibit space (D. Jensen & Associates n.d.).The Alaska Native Heritage Center opened to the public on May 7, 1999 with much fanfare. A  three-day celebration was planned for the opening, with events including music, dancing, drumming, and speeches by tribal Elders, community leaders, and religious figures of note. Tribal Elders and cultural leaders were present for all of the opening ceremonies. In keeping with its mission, the center was opened with a traditional welcome blessing performed by two Athabascan chiefs at dawn. Each village site was blessed by representatives from the corresponding tribes, with as much of the process performed in Indigenous languages as appropriate. Blessings were also offered by leaders of the Protestant, Catholic, and Orthodox churches in Anchorage. Corporation leaders were also on hand for the opening speeches, including then-president of Doyon Ltd. Morris Thompson. All of the speeches highlighted the shared goal of the center in helping to promote Native cultures in a positive light and in working to stamp out racism and discrimination of Alaska Native peoples across the state. An estimated 4,000 people visited the center on the first day it was open (Anchorage Daily News, May 8, 1999).In 2005, the ANHC recognized the need to renovate and expand the main Welcome House and upgrade the existing village sites. The proposed work, released to the public in a draft master plan for the site in 2005, called for repairs to the roof of the Welcome House, made necessary by construction errors and noncompliance with technical specifications made by the construction contractor during initial construction. The master plan also called for an expansion of the “Heritage Gifts” as the gallery was then known, the kitchen facilities, and dining area as the use of these areas outstripped their existing capacity (ANHC 2005).In addition to work at the main building, the draft master plan also provided for work to be undertaken at the individual village sites. At the majority of the village sites, this consisted of improving ADA access, adapting the structures at the village sites to better withstand permanent use, moisture control measures, and electrification of those structures with darkened interiors. At the Yup’ik and Cup’ik Village site, the main qasgiq had collapsed while the ciqlluaq at the Alutiiq and Unangax̂ Village site had been closed due to risk of structure failure. Both of these structures were rebuilt (Nikki Graham, email to the author, April 10, 2023).The Welcome House at ANHC was expanded in 2014 with the construction of the Mabel Pike Educational Center, an expansion originally called for in the 2005 draft master plan (ANHC 2005). The building addition extended the Welcome House building towards the parking area southeast of the building. The $3.5 million addition created
	Page 11: additional space in the building for classrooms, workshop space for Alaska Native arts and crafts, and office space for center employees. The space was named for Mabel Pike, a Tlingit Elder, master artist, and a founding board member of ANHC (Alaska State Legislature 2013). The addition was designed by Anchorage-based architects USKH Inc. and constructed by Lake View General Contracting (CIRI Nonprofit News n.d.). Ground was broken on May 9, 2014.Fund Raising EffortsFunding for the center began to be raised almost immediately following the incorporation of the Alaska Native Heritage Park group. Art auctions, Native dance performances and cultural fairs were all sponsored by the park group in an effort to raise funds from the general public. Much of the art that was auctioned in support of the center was donated by Alaska Native artists and other supporters and all of the works were completed by Alaska Native artists. One auction in 1990 brought an estimated $120,000 worth of art (appraised value) to auction. The distinction was not only monetary; it was separated from more common arts and crafts fairs by featuring contemporary works of art as well as more traditional pieces. “All of the artworks in this auction are first-rate, museum-quality, with numerous pieces donated from personal collections and galleries from Outside, now brought back to Alaska” (Anchorage Daily News, December 9, 1990). How much money was raised at that particular auction was not immediately apparent. In addition to fund raising efforts such as auctions and performances, lobbying efforts of both governmental groups and private companies was often successful. Senator Ted Stevens worked to secure funding for the facility from the federal government (Anchorage Daily News, February 25, 1995 Anchorage Daily News, February 25, 1995), and to restore funding for the facility when it was cut by other elected officials (Anchorage Daily News, March 4, 1995). Private companies also donated to the efforts, with the Bank of America donating $15,000 in 1997 alone (Anchorage Daily News, November 4, 1997). Interviews with Lydia Hays, executive director of the CIRI Foundation and a vice president of the CIRI, in 1989 indicated that interest in the project was coming from tour companies and oil companies alike (Anchorage Daily Times, February 2, 1989). Support for the project also came from the National Bank of Alaska, the University of Alaska, the Alaska Visitors Association, and elected officials across the state, both those in office and retired Anchorage Daily News, May 16, 1990). Funding was also provided by various Native corporations over the entire lifespan of the center from inception to the present day.In the modern era, ANHC is supported by a mixture of sources. Admission to the facility for summer visitors ranges in price from $19 for children to $29 for adults; with proof of Alaska residency or military service, the price drops to $12 for children and $14 for adults. There is no fee for visits during the winter months. In addition, the facility can be rented for private events such as weddings and conferences; traditional events are held at the center by Alaska Native groups. Funding also comes from private donations and various Alaska Native corporations. The economic upheaval caused by the COVID-19 pandemic had serious repercussions for ANHC. For safety reasons, most cultural institutions were shuttered during 2020, including ANHC. Staffing dropped from an estimated 40 full-time employees to just eight as a result. The center began supplying area children with cultural boxes during the pandemic, which contained materials and instructions for creating the same cultural objects the children would have created had they been able to visit the center. The center was further sustained by donations and grants made available to businesses impacted by the pandemic (Nikki Graham in conversation with author, February 8, 2023). ANHC: A Living Heritage CenterWithin the discussion of the heritage center, it is important to note that ANHC was never intended to be a traditional museum with only static displays of historic or culturally significant objects placed behind glass. The center was established as a living cultural center, highlighting, promoting, preserving, and disseminating Alaska Native cultures that are very much alive. The center was designed with museum and display space in mind, and does have the necessary structural systems in place to support a traditional museum collection, such as climate controls and storage space. The idea of a traditional, hands-off museum, however, was rejected from the outset, in favor of a space that allows visitors to more thoroughly interact with the living cultures represented. Additionally, the existing gallery space was designed to be adaptable, flexible, and changeable depending on the exhibits being displayed, reminiscent of an art gallery more so than a traditional museum with static displays. In 2003, an investment was made for the storage and protection of the existing collection in the form of the purchase of Spacesaver high-density mobile shelving units (Spacesaver Northwest 2003).
	Page 12: While ANHC began gathering Alaska Native cultural and artistic items before the center opened in 1999, either purchased for the facility or donated, a large shift occurred in 2022 with the donation of more than 1,700 cultural objects by Wells Fargo. The banking company operated a number of museums across the country, most with a regional focus showcasing artifacts gleaned over decades of work within given areas. One such museum was located in Anchorage and could trace its origins to the private collection of Edward Rasmuson, one of the early leaders of the National Bank of Alaska. Rasmuson’s private collection of Alaska Native objects was the basis of a museum established by the bank in Anchorage in 1968. When Wells Fargo purchased the National Bank of Alaska in 1999, it also purchased the museum and took over the ownership and running of the museum (New York Times, April 19, 2022).The Wells Fargo museum in Anchorage, however, was a casualty of the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions, along with many other museums owned by the bank. Wells Fargo made the decision to close the museum in Alaska, one of ten museum closures that took place across the country. Wells Fargo made the decision to donate more than 1,700 of the objects to ANHC. The donation bolstered a steady trickle of items being donated by private citizens and galleries across the country wrestling with the ethics of possessing traditional Alaska Native cultural objects that may not have been obtained by responsible means. The collection was transferred to the center, accompanied by the curator of the Wells Fargo museum, Angie Demma, who was hired by ANHC to help oversee the exhibition of the collection (New York Times, April 19, 2022).The ANHC facilities were not designed to museum curatorial standards, having been intended to operate as a living heritage center and not a museum and artifact repository. ANHC has been working to upgrade their display cases so as to be able to display older and less stable artifacts, while one of the workshop spaces was converted to storage for the vast bulk of the collection. Modifications to the building also included the installation of a dark tinted film over the windows present in the exhibition space, blocking light that may otherwise damage some of the more fragile items on display in the Hall of Cultures. Eventually, ANHC hopes to upgrade their facilities in order to better preserve and display the many cultural objects that have been donated to the center. This would allow ANHC to operate as a traditional museum in addition to a living heritage center, an evolution of purpose that the originators of the idea in 1972 may never have envisioned as possible (Nikki Graham in conversation with author, February 8, 2023).Fostering Connections between Elders and YouthOne of the main goals of ANHC is to connect Alaska Native youth living in Anchorage with tribal Elders within their own communities to help educate and foster the preservation of Alaska Native cultures. Each summer, ANHC employs young Alaska Native youth from the Anchorage community to lead tour groups and give talks relating to their own experiences growing up as an Alaska Native either in rural Alaska or within the urban environment. The youth are also connected to tribal Elders living within the Anchorage community to help enhance the knowledge of their own cultures and heritage, not only so as to provide tourists with more authentic information and experiences as the center but also to help carry Alaska Native traditions and cultures into the future. Tribal Elders are brought into the center to also give talks to both tourists and cultural members alike, helping to cement the connections to the past and further the preservation of traditions that may otherwise be lost (Nikki Graham in conversation with author, February 8, 2023).ANHC operates the Tiamuna program, which is an Iñupiaq word for “future.” The program connects youth and caregivers with educational and culturally enriching programs in the Anchorage area. The programs helps provide services like language classes, academic tutoring, classes on responsible subsistence lifeways, connects enrollees with wellness services, and, of course, cultural and traditional activities happening locally. The goal of the program, to help Alaska Native youth succeed in the wider world while maintaining close cultural ties to the past, is a bright example of Indigenous cosmopolitanism in practice (Alaska Native Heritage Center n.d.).ANHC and Cultural Heritage RepresentationAs a living heritage center, one of the primary goals of ANHC is to present Alaska Native cultures in a way that is culturally sensitive, as accurate as possible, educational, and presented by the people who live the cultures they teach. In this endeavor, ANHC differs substantially from museums and heritage centers in other parts of the country. To begin with, the cultures presented at ANHC currently exist and are practiced by contemporary peoples across the state of Alaska. Many cultural centers and museums present cultures that have been substantially
	Page 13: impacted by centuries of colonialism or which no longer exist entirely. Additionally, many centers and museums are owned and operated by individuals or interest groups with no connection to the cultures they are representing. A key example of this is the Polynesian Cultural Center in Hawaii, which served as the basis for the design and layout of ANHC. The Polynesian Cultural Center strives to portray Polynesian cultures from across the Pacific Ocean including those in Hawaii, Jiji, Samoa, Tahiti, and Tonga. However, many of the cultural practices and traditions highlighted at the center are no longer practiced, or are practiced in drastically altered ways due to influences of globalism and colonialism. Additionally, the Polynesian Cultural Center was established in 1955 by missionaries of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (LDS). The center is closely tied to the Brigham Young University-Hawaii, an LDS educational institute (Polynesian Cultural Center n.d.). Employment at the center is not predicated on being a member of the LDS church, but most of the employees are hired from Brigham Young University-Hawaii and dress standards and conduct rules are in line with those put forth by the church, which are not necessarily in keeping with traditional cultural dress or conduct (Polynesian Cultural Center n.d.). This presents a view of Polynesian culture that is interpreted through the lens of missionary work and the LDS church.Another common trope of cultural heritage presentation that is avoided at ANHC is the presentation of the culture by the practitioners themselves. Many museums across the country possess Alaska Native artifacts and have exhibits dedicated to presenting the history and culture of Alaska Native peoples, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City and the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, DC. These exhibits often showcase cultural items that were obtained during less culturally sensitive times in the past, lumped in with other exhibits of Native American culture and art, and are almost always curated by curatorial staff with no personal individual connections to Alaska Native cultures. While the anthropological work of many museum curators is to be applauded, these types of exhibits often contain interpretations distorted through the lens of anthropology or history as understood from an American colonial perspective (Lonetree 2012). Even the Museum of the American Indian is not immune to such criticisms, having been subjected to scholarly study and censure since its opening in 2004 (Lonetree and Cobb 2008). ANHC, through its operation as a non-profit with an advisory board and cultural committees made up of tribal members and cultural practitioners, manages to avoid these detailed pitfalls of cultural heritage presentation. ANHC has two different programs set up to help guide the cultural representations at the center: the Program and Policy Committee, which oversees the cultural programs and policies, and the Cultural Advisory Committees. The Cultural Advisory Committees consists of five regional committees that represent 20 Indigenous languages with each committee comprised of at least five cultural members that include cultural bearers and Elders. The five committees are grouped along the lines of the original five village sites: the Athabascan regional group, the Yup’ik and Cup’ik regional group, the Iñupiaq and St. Lawrence Island Yupik regional group, the Alutiiq and Unangax̂ regional group, and the Eyak, Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian regional group. Each regional group provides knowledge and input on the representations of their cultures. By engaging with active cultural practitioners on the Cultural Advisory Committees, they work to present Alaska Native cultures at the center through the lens of the cultures themselves, albeit in a manner that is relatable to most ANHC visitors. Employing members of the Alaska Native community helps foster this presentation, as does the active engagement with tribal Elders and cultural practitioners. If the best way to experience a given culture is to be immersed in it, then being presented with the culture by its traditional practitioners with long years of experience behind them is a type of next-best option available to those who will never have the opportunity to travel to the remote parts of Alaska where these cultures originate and are currently practiced.While it is true that most museum curation specialists are not usually members of the cultures they are working to portray, working at ANHC has inspired at least one former employee to pursue curational studies at the university level (Nikki Graham in conversation with author, February 8, 2023). Having a curation specialist who is an active practitioner in the cultures being presented in museum and heritage center exhibits is an invaluable evolution that can only be to the benefit of any institution. It can be hoped that more Alaska Native employees of ANHC go on to study museum sciences and curation in the future.ANHC and Indigenous CosmopolitanismThe concept of cosmopolitanism is a complex construct that boils down to the belief that “all people are entitled to equal respect and consideration, no matter what their citizenship status” (Encyclopedia Britannica n.d.). It can also be interpreted as a kind of cultural globalism based on the idea of a person as being a “citizen of the 
	Page 14: universe” (Forte 2010, 4). Indigeneity as an anthropological concept, by contrast, is related to the concept of being from a singular geographic area, an idea that is in contrast to the global citizen concept of cosmopolitanism. Indigenous cosmopolitanism is a concept that is essentially a reclaiming of Indigenous practices, cultures, and traditions to ground individual identity while serving as a guidepost for interactions in the modern world and helping to define what it means to be Indigenous in the modern world (Tyquiengco 2018).ANHC is the physical manifestation of Indigenous cosmopolitanism in Alaska. As a living heritage center, it actively works to reclaim Alaska Native traditions and cultures while also preserving them for future generations. In addition, it works to educate not only tourists but Alaska Native youth, connecting them with Elders and cultural practitioners who can help provide an understanding of identity as an Alaska Native. The cultural presentations are non-judgmental in nature, providing clean educational opportunities as far removed from the influences of colonialism as possible. The work of the advisory board, made up of representatives from the different cultures presented at the site, ensures that what is presented at the center is as accurate and realistic as possible. While some Alaska Native traditions are controversial to the outside world (i.e., whale hunting in the arctic), those same traditions are presented at ANHC through the cultural lens through which they should be viewed. Using the tradition of whale hunting as an example, the work at ANHC attempts to explain to visitors that cultural whale hunting practices are not only sustainable, but reverential to the animal in which thanks is given and every part of the whale is used from fat and muscles as food sources to bones used as building materials in an area where timber is scarce. The connections fostered between Alaska Native youth employed by ANHC and the tribal Elders and cultural practitioners is a practice that is also in keeping with the idea of Indigenous cosmopolitanism. Alaska Native youth in the Anchorage area are often removed from the cultural context of the more remote villages where those cultures and practices are in modern use. ANHC works with the individuals it employs to help educate them about their respective individual traditions as well as other cultures represented at the center. The connections between the youth and Elders fostered by ANHC serves to ensure that traditions and cultural practices are passed from the elder generation to the younger. This not only ensures that the traditions and cultural practices survive into the future, but also provides Alaska Native youth with an identity grounding in their heritage. That grounding helps guide the youth throughout their lives, the manifestation of Indigenous cosmopolitanism.
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	Assessment of Integrity: The Alaska Native Heritage Center is a cohesive landscape in Anchorage that is significant for its cultural significance under Landmark Criteria D. The planned landscape is made up of architectural, cultural, and national resources that work together to convey the cultures and traditional practices of Alaska Natives across the state. ANHC represents all four criteria under Landmark Criteria D:1. Embody the customary beliefs, social forms, and material traits of a racial, religious, or social group shared by people in a place or time:ANHC is the physical manifestation of Alaska Native cultures from across the state. The representational format of the center, which contains five reconstructed village sites based on villages in rural Alaska, endeavor to show the traditional life ways of each of the five major cultural groups. This is undertaken by the construction of traditional housing structures and the inclusion of traditional cultural objects such as the house post totems in the Southeast clan house and the Eye of Awareness hanging in the qasigiq (mens house) in the Yup’ik/Cup’ik village. 2. Embody an integrated pattern of human knowledge, belief, and behavior that depends upon the capacity for learning and transmitting knowledge to succeeding generations:As a cultural and educational center, ANHC inherently embodies the passing of traditional culture, knowledge, history, and lifeways from older generations to the younger, ensuring that the Alaska Native cultures detailed at the center endure into the future.3. Demonstrate an important association with customary practices or beliefs of a living community that are rooted in that community’s history and are important in maintaining the continuing cultural identity of the community:ANHC specializes in the demonstration and representation of Alaska Native cultures from across the state. The center regularly brings in tribal elders and cultural practitioners to lead classes and workshops on traditional Alaska Native practices and arts and works closely with academic groups to ensure that languages and oral histories are recorded and passed down to the younger generations. ANHC is also the product of more than 40 years of effort on the part of Alaska Native groups for the establishment of a cultural center in the Anchorage area.4. Exemplify social, cultural, ethnic, or historical heritage of the municipality or communities within:Anchorage is a metropolitan community with representatives from all of the Alaska Native cultures across the state. ANHC is a forum by which members of those disparate cultures can learn more about their histories and practice their traditional lifeways without having to travel to far-flung rural areas. It is also set up as a method by which information is disseminated to tourists and Alaska residents alike, furthering the connection with the larger metropolitan community.ANHC retains the high degree of physical integrity required for a resources listed to the Anchorage Local Landmark Register. The center remains in the location it was originally constructed, and the surrounding landscape has remained natural in its forested setting. The design of the cultural center has only been mildly altered after construction with the addition of the Mabel Pike Education Center to the Welcome House in 2014. The design of the addition, however, is in keeping with the original design of the Welcome Center, and blends nearly seamlessly with the main building. Any replacement materials across the site have been in-kind with an effort made from the beginning to blend all of the constructed facilities into the surrounding landscape. The workmanship of the site is evident in the hand-crafted structural elements present everywhere, from the hand-planed planks of wood and carved totems in the Southeast clan house to the incorporation of traditional items such as the Eye of Awareness into the existing structures. ANHC retains its original feeling, serving as a tranquil location for visitors to learn about Alaska Native cultures in a forested area removed from the larger Anchorage metropolitan area. Finally, ANHC clearly demonstrates its association with the Alaska Native cultures it endeavors to present. The traditional village sites were constructed using materials sourced as much as possible from the areas where the villages would have traditionally been located and Alaska Native art and craftsmanship is visible across the entire facility. 
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